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      President’s Report 
 
 
 
    As I looked around the room at our Group Leaders and Committee Afternoon 

    Tea, hearing the friendly buzz of conversation and laughter, I thought how 

     lucky I am, to be part of our wonderful U3A Tweed Coast. 

  

    Worldwide, each U3A reflects the character of its location. In University towns, 

     they are more academic, drawing on the skills of retired lecturers, and in big 

     cities they are often run in a businesslike manner. Our U3A has an informal 

     rural and coastal vibe. Here, we don’t use the terms, tutors, students and  

     classes. We say Groups and Group Leaders because our ethos is sharing  

     knowledge and experience. You don’t have to be an expert to run a Group. 

  

    The President of the U3A NSW Network recently commented that a major 

    challenge of our U3A movement is to walk the fine line between our legislated 

     and ethical obligations, and our less structured, collective-style of management.  

    New members may not understand this relaxed approach but it is to be hoped 

    they will come to appreciate the importance of maintaining U3A's original vision 

     and core principles in a changing world. 

  

     As we enter the second half of the year, our membership is growing with people 

     taking advantage of the reduced subscription. We are always on the look-out 

     for new activities and new venues. We are doing well. 

 
       

Rachel Hawken  
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   TWEED CITY INFORMATION STALL 
 
      Thanks to all the volunteers that helped  
      make this a successful promotion. 
      We signed up new members and may  
      have 2 new exciting  Groups starting later. 
        

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
    GROUP LEADERS AFTERNOON TEA & CHAT 
 

           Group Leaders and Committee members enjoyed catching up with each other  
           near the end of term. We had fun working out the quiz put together by Jude  

all about our groups. We finished with a nice selection of cakes & tea. 
                 If you missed it , look out for next year and also the Group leaders Lunch later in  

                   the year. We love our Group Leaders and these 2 events are a small token of our 
         appreciation. 
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  People were really interested in  
 hearing about our U3A and we 
 enjoyed telling them about it. 

Please save your Group Leader embarrassment by wearing your badge so that he/she 
knows that you have renewed your subs and so that other members will know your 
name.  It is a condition of attending any of our groups that you wear / display  your 
membership badge and have Emergency Contact Details written on the back. 



 

 

    FIRST FRIDAY FORUM  MAY  
  Vinnies wages war on waste 
 
 Early this year,28 St Vincent De Paul retail outlets from Laurieton to Tweed  
 Heads decided to go plastic bag free and in the first three months have  
 removed 49,997 plastic bags from circulation. What an achievement. 
 “Vinnies” Volunteer Support Co-ordinator Andrew Green gave a fascinating   
 insight into the behind the scenes working of their operations, such as the 
recycling centre a Goonellabah which can process 10 tonnes of clothing   
each day. Most of the donated clothing is sold in shop, or cut up and sold for rags. Only a very small  
percentage of the clothing goes to landfill. The income from the shops funds about 90 per cent of the 
 assistance provided by Vinnies in the Tweed, including Fred’s Place and Breaking the Barriers program. He 
urged U3A Tweed Coast members to  consider becoming volunteers.   
 Above:- Andrew with Kim Boyd Retail Operations Manager                                                        
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                                FIRST FRIDAY FORUM  JUNE 

 

What an interesting talk MICHEL QUIRK gave to our Friday Forum audience. Michel’s anecdotes  
             from her long and very varied career as a nurse and diabetes educator gave an insight  
              into how things “used to be done” Thank goodness health services have improved in the last 50  
              years, we don't know lucky we are. Michel has worked all over the country from outback  
              remote places to major hospitals and her service and contributions have been outstanding. 
              Michel shared very good information about what diabetes is, the treatments available and tips on  
              preventing and living with it 

National Diabetes Week runs from 8 July to 14 July to raise awareness about the importance of early  
 detection and early treatment for all types of diabetes as part of the "It's About Time" campaign. 

 Circle is Diabetes Australia¹s own magazine and is distributed to everyone who belongs to a Diabetes  
      Australia member organisation. Circle provides readers with the latest expert information on how to 

   live well with diabetes, plus advice and tips on nutrition, health and lifestyle issues. In addition the 
publication provides coverage of international and national news and research as well as details 
 on local and community events. The magazine has a circulation of over 140,000 and is published  

    Quarterly. If you would like to receive Circle, you must first be an individual member of a member 

             organisation of Diabetes Australia.  checkmyrisk.org.au 
 
 

Please note  :   U3A Tweed Coast Inc. does not endorse health advice given at any of 
our events or groups that you may attend. 



 

 

    

    NEWS FROM OUR GROUPS  
    

      Monday’s Painting in Acrylics.  

     This happy group had an outing to the Tweed   
     Regional Art Gallery where they  enjoyed the  
     Border Art Prize Exhibition and a scrumptious  
     lunch together. If you would like to join 
     this  lovely group, whether you are a  
     beginner or a bit more experienced  
     Yvonne would  love to hear from you. 
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 Jennifer’s Book Chat  

In the book chat group we don't usually read the same book. Instead we chose a book that fits a theme. 

 Next month, (July !! ) our topic is the law so readers might select a novel whose plot centres on a trial, 
or a story where the protagonist is a lawyer for instance. Each reader in turn presents the book they 
read, giving some information about the story and characters, saying why they liked it (or not), without, 
of course, spoilers. 

The following month our theme is Young Adult, then Banned Books, a Booker Prize winner, Mythology/
Fable/Folklore and lastly, a set novel yet to be chosen.  

There is  room in our group for more readers interested in attending our discussions. So if you are free 
at 2:30 on the first Monday of each month join us at the Kingscliff library. 

Jennifer Derrick 

Wendy’s Book Lovers Group - Second Friday of each Month 

Review: The Woman in The Window by AJ Finn. 

An intriguing book with so many teasers and twists that you begin to wonder if you are going 
slightly mad along with the main character Dr Anna Fox. Anna is a child psychologist who  
suffers from agoraphobia. The trigger for this condition and the reason her husband and 
daughter have abandoned her remain a mystery until well into the book.  
In the meantime, her life revolves around spying on her neighbours, watching DVDs, and swallowing 
copious quantities of prescription drugs and merlot. Then she witnesses a heinous crime, or believes 
she does.  
However, there is no evidence, Anna has no allies and even she begins to question her memory. It’s a 
psychological thriller that draws heavily on past psycho thrillers but it had me transfixed.  
 
AJ Finn, aka Dan Mallory, writes evocatively and imaginatively. His descriptions are rich and redolent. 
It’s an exciting debut novel. 
 
Jeni Harvie 



 

 

If you change your mailing address /email address / phone number etc. could you PLEASE 

                   advise us as soon as   possible to    u3atcnewsletter2@gmail.com          Thank you                             
     

                   
     Appreciating Poetry with Ian Harris 
 

 In Appreciating Poetry with Ian Harris members are reading about the “Romantic Period” which in-
cluded  such poets as Wordsworth, Keates and Tennyson. Romanticism was characterised by its em-
phasis on Emotion and Individualism as well as the glorification of the Past and Nature. 
                 William Wordsworth 
I think we all recognise these lines:-                                                      

            “I wandered lonely as a cloud, 

            That floats on high o'er vales and hills,.             

             When all at once I saw a crowd ,a host, 

             of golden daffodils;.  

             Beside the lake, beneath the……….. 

 
 

     Australian History with  Ian Harris 
 

Australian History this year is looking at men who made important steps forward in the development 
 of our country such as Thomas Sutcliffe Mort  (23 December 1816 – 9 May 1878) 
He was an Australian industrialist responsible for improving refrigeration of meat. He was renowned 
for speculation in the local pastoral industry as well as industrial activities such as his Ice-Works  
in Darling Harbour and dry dock and engineering works at Balmain. 
 
A bronze statue stands in the south-western  
corner of Macquarie Place Park in Bridge Street,              
on the site of one of Sydney’s first fountains. 
 
 

Pony Canasta 
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Pony Canasta is a  fascinating card game for ages 10-100. The number of players can  

Be from 2 to 12+. This card game is perfect for children, couples, families and friends. It is played 
similar to other canasta games with additions that make it exciting and fast, yet easy to learn. 

Your Group Leader Barbara will happily and patiently teach if you are new 
or a bit rusty. 
Playing pony canasta will create many smiles!  
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WHERE HAVE OUR TRAVELLING MEMBERS BEEN TO THIS YEAR ?? 

 

 

      Lynda in China 

    My holiday to China in April was amazing.  I  
    was  in  awe of the scale of everything, 
    population  numbers, the multitudes of high  
    rise apartment buildings, numbers of cars on  

          the road, prices of real-estate.  
 
     Cities were vast, architecture modern and not a  sign of an litter anywhere.  It was heart-warming to see  
     tree-lined streets, roses growing along fences in the centre of highways and colourful flowerbeds and  
      planters everywhere.  
 
    Wherever we went we were among the masses as Chinese people are great tourists themselves. Like us,  
    parties of locals followed a flag-bearing leader around attractions. Our guides were all helpful, friendly, proud  
     of their heritage and keen to impart their knowledge of the various dynasties through the ages.   
     I lost track of the many Ming and Tang Dynasties going back thousands of years.  With so many centuries  
     of continuous history, guides have a wealth of information to impart.    
 
    China was incredible - Shanghai with its Colonial style Bund and modern financial district, the beautiful  
    Yangtze, remarkable Three Gorges Dam and the ancient Forbidden City and Summer Palace in Beijing;  
    then the Great Wall of China, that wonder of the world (I’m happy to report that I climbed about 300  
    metres of its 8,000km length.)  Next the mind-blowing Terracotta Warriors – I was un aware that just one 
    excavated figure was found intact - the rest have been painstakingly re-assembled.  

 
    China is definitely worth a visit.  Put it on your “wish list”. 

 

 

 

         

 

                             

 

 

Tell us about your travels. Email :-   u3atcnewsletter2@gmail.com 

 

           

 



 

 

 

      Alec & Julia in Japan 

 

   21 day rail tour of Japan. This tour was chosen for a number of reasons: 

*Fully escorted * North and south of Toyko was visited *Travel by rail, including the ‘Bullet’ train  

   Shinkansen  *Flew on a Dreamliner* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       We flew (9 hours) from Gold Coast Airport to Tokyo (2 nights), then to Osaka (1 night) then to Nagasaki (2  

       nights) where the train journeys began. Travelled by JR Limited Express from Nagasaki to Hiroshima (2    

       nights), then Shinkansen (Bullet train) to Kyoto (3 nights) (via Himeji), then another JR Limited Express  

       to Kanazawa (1 night), and then the Scenic Rail to Takayama (2 nights), then a Limited Express, a Bullet  

       train and a  commuter train to Hakone (1 night) then Bullet train back to Toyko (1 night). Then started  

       our northwards  journey – Bullet train from Toyko to Sendai (1 night) and our last Bullet train to Hakodate  

      (1 night), and our last train, a Limited Express to Sapporo (2 nights). Then flew back to Toyko (1 night)  

       for our flights home. 

        So many highlights, too many to mention all, but a few were: 

        Toyko Sky Tree, Osaka Castle and  

        Umeda Sky Tower,  

        Old Glover Garden and Nagasaki    

        Peace Park,  

        Peace  Memorial Park at Hiroshima,  

        Miyajima Island, Shukkeien Garden           

          Himeji Castle 

         Kinkaku-ji  (aka Golden Pavilion)  

        Lake Ashi Cruise, Hakodate Mountain  

        Hida Folk Village staying in a Ryokan                                                                                     

         [ traditional Japanese style room] 

  

   

SOME STATS:- 

Rail journey—3,330kms 

Steps – 304,731 

Flights of stairs – 411 

Kms walked – 253.53, 
Equivalent to approx                                                                                                         
10.56 per day 
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         FUTURE FRIDAY FORUMS.    2.00 p.m.— KINGSCLIFF UNITING  
                      CHURCH HALL 

                      24A KINGSCLIFF ST.   

—OO00OO— 

3rd  AUGUST   :    A “ CONCERT ”     

Our own very talented Choir 

—OO00OO—   

7th SEPTEMBER   

 "French Fashion influence on Classical Perfumes"  

Our Vice President Jim sharing glimpses of his time in Paris 

—OO00OO— 

No Forum In October : School Holidays 

—OO00OO— 

2nd NOVEMBER 

A Surprise Guest Speaker 

Our Forums are open to all so bring a friend or a new neighbour. 

                       We welcome a $2 donation for our delicious afternoon teas 

 

 

 

 

                                 
         
 
         JOAN ROBERTS 
         Joan passed away peacefully in her sleep at the Wedgetail Lodge 
         on  the 7th June 2018. 
        Joan organised the Gardening Group at Pottsville for a number  
        of years and then started Quilting and Unfinished Objects. 
         Joan was loved for her enthusiasm and knowledge. 
 

      We are grateful for the contribution she gave to our U3A  
      and she will be sadly missed and fondly remembered. 
 
       R.I.P.   Joan 

   VALE 


